
 

 

 

MARKET 
 Information system supporting marketing and 

business activities 

System modules 

SYSTEM CORE 

 System core 
 Access rights 
 Filters 
 Printouts 
 Language versions 

CODE LISTS 

 Firms 
 Branches 
 Contacts persons 
 Connections 

BUSINESS RECORDS 

 Contacts with clients 
 Documents 
 Activities with firm 
 Offers 
 Tasks 

CIRCULATION OF RECORDS 

 Draft copies 
 Documents 
 Records 

PRINTOUTS 

 Marketing 
 Reviews 
 Efficiency 
 Controlled DAP (Document 

Application Profile) 
 Uncontrolled DAP (Document 

Application Profile) 

WARNING SYSTEM 

Quality work of company’s marketing determines greatly the balance of 
company trade and the business plan too. It is impossible to manage a firm 
successfully today without quality detailed information about potential and 
existing customers, competitors and without new trends on the market 
monitoring. Information system MARKET is calculated just for supporting 
these activities with special accent on special characteristics of business and 
marketing in logistics companies. 

 

View on Company editing 

Effective tool for proceeding the 
customer relationship 

The keytone, which makes difference between this CRM system and the 
other is its cohesion with another information systems offered by CID 
International, a.s. That means, there is right connection to the company 
productive activity. 

The system returns to its user really compact review about its permanent 
clients, potential customers or about competitors as well. It offers evidence 
of all contact information on the firms, departments and contacts persons 
and then the evidence of meetings with them. Putting related documents in 
various format including. 

Sophisticated form of communication with clients or colleges inside of their 
own firm enables permanent review about activities of each worker in 
relation to particular clients. The right e-mail or fax communication is 
supported. System of offers big amount of marketing and review printouts. 

  



 

 

 Selected customer 
references 

 Čechofracht a.s. 

 České dráhy, a.s. 

 Granex Slovakia, s.r.o. 

 Hellmann PKZ, s.r.o. 

 Chaps, s.r.o. 

 OLTIS, s.r.o 

 O.T.E.C. ČR, s.r.o. 

 

 

 HW a SW requirement 

LOCAL PC 

 Pentium 1 GHz 

 256 MB RAM 

 200 MB free disk space 

 Operating system MS Windows 
2000 and higher 

SERVER 

 Depends on local conditions 

 We make configuration 
recommendation on request 

 Operating system MS Windows 
XP a 2003 

 

 

The key is an individual approach 

All successful companies use individual approach to their customers 
today. MARKET is sophisticated and effective tool for control of relation 
with your customers and partners since first contact, through negotiations 
and sale up to the support services. 

Negotiations and contacts 

There are all contacts (visits, phone calls, letters, e-mails etc.) with 
customers or partners recorded in this system. Each contact contains 
information such as: date and time of the contact, names of the persons, 
who took part in negotiation incl. their phone nr. or e-mail, discussed 
product, date and time of the next negotiation etc. It is possible to 
connect to the each contact related documents in any format and enter 
task to the responsible employee. System monitors contacts history with 
each customer, which is important if customer is serviced by more 
employees and you can also valuate contacts in the long term.    

 Controlled document movement  

This function is needful especially in the companies which have ISO 
management system. MARKET makes possible very rigorous control of 
document movement incl. their registration. 

Tasks 

It is going about group of repeating operations, which should be done in 
the future and user should be warned of them. Basic operations are for 
example: to phone, to send a shipment, to settle a meeting. MARKET 
makes possible to record the own tasks or to enter tasks for fellow-
workers. Each task has definite concrete activity or activities with their 
termination date.   

Bulk correspondence 

It makes possible to choose easily and quickly customers for contacting, 
document creation, letters and label print. There is automatically record 
information about made operation to the database of contacts. You will 
appreciate this module during trade fairs, advertising campaigns and 
seminars preparing. It is very efficient tool for contacting clients.  

 

We are saving your time 
  

 


